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Visual Arts—Painting
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Chair, Jim Bailey
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Gaseous glow of transformation.
Vortexes project dense crimson mist.
Holographic explosions.
Energies which, even in physical stillness,
WILL NOT CEASE to perpetuate.
The genus: paintings are visually dynamic events that narrate the course of their own
alchemical metamorphoses in an inclusive space called the supra} Each painting
portrays a character in an imagined astro-carnival of the grotesque where the abstracted
characters, like homosapiens, have distinct qualities. Yet as a group, the existence of
these characters is collectively bound by the common physical and metaphysical laws of
the supra. The genus: act and react in this tragicomic world, where it is apparent that
amalgamation and growth occur at the same moment as cathartic collapse. The genus:
show, in spatial terms, a process of transformation commonly sought in linear narratives.
However, within the supra, all elements of a visual origin story are present
simultaneously; the order of interpretation is therefore variable and is in part determined
by the subjectivity of the viewer.
Here velocity is frozen and the ephemeral nature of all physical matter must be accepted
and embraced. The motion of these unearthly characters implies that they, like us, could
disappear from the canvas at any moment. In this sense they defy the older modern
notion that paintings should be valued as timeless objects. Also, the use of tape, a
seemingly temporal material, highlights this condition. The transitions between "real"
materials such as tape and traditional materials such as paint make an effective metaphor
for the fluid interfaces between potentially differing and ever elusive realities.
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The Latin word supra means "over" or "above."
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I. Intro
Here I offer a dose of the grotesque. And consequently, humor.
Guttural life. Swollen, the sweated belly drains visibly dense air across the infinity of the
supra. Brass horns blow new constellations. Hailing vaudeville. Recycled vomit.
How do the characters in this carnival move? One or two move weightless across the
supra. Some—featherweight— drop as stones, still others glide or shake the aura from
static prisons. There is generation here. Fornicative lunges. Astral sperm.
Smoking, fuming, steaming, trickling past the enlarged theticates. Citehtsea.
Trailing the foul evaporate, calcium deposits, flesh stones. Gaseous air projects the
streak and burn. Then the fade. Then the disappearance...then regeneration. Breath.
Death. And the redisappearance. Again. Over. There is no other choice but to come to
terms. Decay cleans the air, shudders the ice worms in their hundred year holds,
and brylic archways break, hurling gobs of transparent violet mud.
Rich blood of the universe.
Indeterminate as ever. Pressedfrom the ends of clipped vesicles.
Assuming the infinity of all colors, all shapes, all material.
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II. The Narratives

eenus: krizzelome
Vegetable material. Interplanetary
i

organic plant growth. Two arced wedge
shapes relate. The upper one fades
quietly into the background, a
premonition of rest, death, recession,
dissolve....The other one (in the bottom
half of the painting) comes forwardroiling, tossing, tangling, growing,
reacting and interacting with its own
numerous parts. Life is evident here.
Here is the hot point; the peak of

function and consumption, friction and absorption. It is clear that the orange discs
passing through this area will be transformed as they move along the chartreuse shaft.
They will be hollowed as a result of passage through this zone. Krizzelome shows a
complete cycle and implies its perpetual repetition. This state of perpetuation is
conveyed by a clear suggestion of endless resolve within the abstracted "narrative" of the
painting. There is no real end, no quiet or static conclusion only death and new
beginnings, over and over again.
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eenus:oxom
Animal material. Flesh stripped of skin.
Exposed sinew. But, contrary to popular
movies, the nauseating effects of the gory
are absent. Weightlessness remains. In
fact, it reminds of freedom light and sweet.
How, I ask, does the neck meet the
belly, or, how does a belly become a neck?
There is strong asymmetry in this painting,
between the spare flat egg shaped charcoal
lines and the three dimensionality of the
"bulb" at the character's base. How does
the diagram of a parabolic equation become flesh? We wonder forever but it does!
genus: oxom reveals an explosive transformation in the silence of endless white
air. This raw character is rubbery, flaccid, stripped open to view, vulnerable to the
elements of a windless space where movement is completely unpredictable. One should
feel lucky to glimpse at this fast drifting specimen, for in one magna second it will clearly
be gone, leaving only a vague orange spray as evidence.

sr
senus:lun
Cross-bred cold blooded aquatic mammalian
material. Bridging the dry and wet worlds.
Nascency. Color before ripening. Liquid before
hardening. Development frozen in becoming.
The two central forms reveal a gentle
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magnetism, holding each other in place. Fragile holographic pink meets a weightless
bulb stream of light green. The earliness of life is here celebrated, before the coming
saturation, before bitter decay and despair. Still, in a state of carefree momentum (point
of maximum growth), there is visible the earliest signs of trouble. Opaque tape contrasts
with the more dominant transparency of the picture and the tape becomes a symbol of
maturation, the ripe apex, the last moment before the beginning of demise. It is difficult
as ever to accept, but no one can argue that beginnings don't also signal "ends" and vice
versa.
There is much to be made of the small opaque blue character in the lower left.
This parasitic creature exists in dissonant symbiosis with the larger figure in the painting,
and each laughs at the others coming tragedy—unperceived by dumb beginnings. They
each delight in the others feeling of trepidation in the supra. Indeed the blue runt and his
host are urged on by each others deliberately vulnerable state and sadly the runt shows
this by leaving a trail of himself across the white space—specks of material from his all
blue body a testament to demise. Everything inevitably crumbles. Ha Ha!! They at each
other from temporary rest points on nascency's gassy uncut umbilical.

genus: cillum
Highly ambiguous material. Nearest though, if
one had to classify it, to mineral verging on
animal. The suggestion, perhaps, is that the two
are inseparable. Iron loads the blood. Zinc
and magnesium too. Cillum maintains a certain
magnificent strength because what it is is still
very much a mystery. It has refused to be the
subject of study, and so much of what you hear
about cillum is guessed at. The image you see
here has been created by descriptions from
legends and myths, same way police make a
composite sketch. Cillum strands are said to be elastic in quality and are thought to be
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unrippable except by massive machine intervention. And this has never been proven
either since, as I've already stated, no cillum has ever yet ben harnessed by anyone. For
more than fifty years scientists from everywhere have cast hundreds of types of specially
designed sieve-nets on earth and in the supra (off the Hubbell) attempting to get a cillum
specimen. But none have succeeded. The material, they think, may have conscious
abilities that enable it to shrink to the size of one particulate atom and later, when safe,
re-inflate itself. Basically combusts itself at will.
I don't know what better way to put it except for if that's true then it's a
frighteninglyadvanced capability. It's a wonder cillum hasn't revolted against more of its
viewers, its puruers. Some speculate that even distant constant with it can cause irascible
infection and itch, dull stomach pain, lung wheeze, rectal burn. For the most part,
however, cillum seems to have remained gracious towards humans. The material doesn't
feel any innate need for vengeance and is satisfied with possessing and demonstrating
such graceful, noble movement in the supra.
Humble lion of the galaxy, cillum leaves in it's path a blue mist which is the only
part of cillum (if you could call it that) that has been examined. Apparently the mist,
unlike its depositor, is less atomically elusive. But mist too is troublesome. When
contained, cillum residue has been shown to cause symptoms not dissimilar from the dull
pain of electromagnets against a cranium. So far persons—all persons, no exceptions—in
proximity to the residue have become temporarily retarded, plagued with a confusing
discomfort that allows no pragmatic functioning. Even the most brilliant scientist cannot
experiment successfully under such conditions. People exposed to residue vapor for
more than a dozen or so seconds become entirely incapacitated, unable even to use the
bathroom properly or wipe the slobber from their own gluey lips.
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senus:eephr
Fused Material. Mineral, machine, and gas.

p

Somehow this character manages a graceful
flight, generating sound not dissimilar from the
earthly hummingbird. Eephr possesses an
awkward yet celebratory energy. It has a wiry
assembly, rippling with waves and flux. Never
is genus:eephr still— not even for nanoseconds.
eephrium it produces is so far is thought to be a
constant—potentially endless—fluid drip, violet
in tint. Eephrium, believe it or not, is being
harnessed more and more successfully and in one of the experiments one eyedropperful
successfully powered the city of Los Angeles for more than a month. The drop weighed
approximately a half ton, similar to the unexpected weight of matter scientists are now
finding makes up quark stars. Pacific Gas and Electric put out hits (hired two of the
country's best killers) to kill off two prime researchers who were discovering extremely
effective ways to lure genus:eephr and eephrium out of the supra and into the lab. They
discovered that this genus: fed on simple fish oils and quick drying asphalt. One of the
scientists was decapitated remotely by an electric guillotine professionally planted into
the sun roof of his car. It happened on the Golden Gate Bridge at rush hour. The other
got a red battle axe to the groin while exiting Berkeley's famous Chez Panisse restaurant.
Both murders occurred on the same day. One was committed expertly by a ten year old
who wanted the bounty money to buy his mother a new lung; the other was committed
expertly by a woman who had once been a reknowned female violinist in the Los
Angeles Symphony and who had three kids of her own.
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senus:sbdica
The dark green depths are
endless. An entirely unknown
zone, farther than the quark stars,
lower even than the lowest
depths of the sea; and where no
element sinks. Gbdica is deep at
the roots of transformation,
where falseness generates a
vomit so acerbic it dissolves
rawhide covered titanium.
The beautiful now must be ugly too. The ugly and the beautiful must have
gbdican harmony. From this point on, when you wake up in the middle of a nightmare
you will have learn to like it! Love it even! Gbdican nightmares will house and shelter
us, and when all the sweat from fear itself is spent and evaporated our leaden hearts will
once again lighten.
Don't be so lackadaisical, or I'll grab you by the back of your head and plunge
you backwards into the waters off of New Guinea!
If one is priveleged enough to actually see genus: gbdica for any time at all, they
can expect to die happily and to pass gratefully through brilliant gbdican thresholds,
which are made from the recycled concrete of Atlantis.
I rode an anodized sea pod capable of resisting five hundred thousand pounds of
pressure down the coast of New Guinea, searching for the rumored gbdica lairs beneath
the reefs of pearl and coral. I would say I was partially successful as I caught fleeting
light traces of one genus:gbdica at thirty thousand feet below. I was past the water's
bottom and had dug in far beneath the soft muck of the ocean floor when I saw the tailend fade of a bright glow—a beast existing, thriving in fact, beneath the earth, recycling
flourescent light from its as yet undiscovered cavern.
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eenus:erehnk
Machined organism. Metal, gas, and plant.
Poisonous as south american cobalt frogs and black
adders combined. One whiff of genus:grehnk's
porous green core and its lights out. Doesn't matter
if your human, whale, or elephant. But grehnk
serves its purpose converting junkyard metal
backwards into earlier forms of gas and plant,
elongating increased potential for a pleasant life. A
single genus:grehnk devoured junkyard of cars one
mile long just outside New Haven, Connecticut in under an hour and the alchemical biproduct of this event turned out to be a new form of weed-like ground cover which was
found to naturally contain the essential ingredients used in the eventual cure of
Alzheimer's. Analysts say that without the promotion and production of genus:grehnk,
the oceans would fill with metal in just another fifty years.
genusrgrehnk is extraordinarily solitary. It knows its purpose, and completes its
work steadily and seriously. Because of a surly disposition, it is the cause of death for
thousands of humans and animals each year, the majority of which are children attracted
to sounds of clinking and jiggling. genus:grehnk need not be cornered to attack, but will
emit it's poison at the least interference. Even a gaze from a distance can be fatal if the
genus:grehnk notices. Naturally there are groups that press for the annihilation of such a
heartless cold objective killing machine organism, but everyone knows something has to
be done about the massive threat of junk metal.
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eenuswovrum
Permanent descent. Perfect tapered speed.
As layers shed, new forms are revealed.
Charcoal. Gas. This is a picture of a catharsis
story; of an unfolding burst.
Past the threshold of pressurized steam. Hot
fluid loosed from bulging membranous
tissue. It is possible to have grace in coming
apart. Only the steady weight of time and
motion can do this to/for us, and we therefor
must have faith in the alchemical mysteries that lie beyond death.
This painting tells a thousand stories of release and relief, even in the midst of tragic
decay. Specifically however, it reminds me of Perceval's story in John Boorman's movie
Excalibur. As Arthur's most resilient knight, Perceval outlasts all the other knights in the
quest for the grail. He is in a sick and luminescent forest, a diseased and impoverished
land of wet gray, struggling in decade old rusted and bloody armor to get a simple drink
of water from a muddy stream when a gang of peasants attacks him and he's swept away
by the current. After a helpless downstream voyage, the current dumps him into a still
pool in a manner not dissimilar from modern day waterslides. In the pool Perceval
discovers that his only hope for a reemergence into air is the shedding of his aged armor.
Off come the metal foot flaps, the thigh and chest plates, the perferated shoulder joints.
His thin and wizen body underwater looks something like the semi-transparent color of a
maggot. His beard fills with water and floats him back to the surface where suddenly he
is in the presence of the grail in a shimmering gold chalace. A faceless voice asks him
what is the secret of the grail and suddenly in his nakedness he knows. "You," he says.
"You, my Lord. The secret of the grail is that you and the land are one."
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III. The senus: Manifesto
—Narrative. These paintings narrate dynamic events that reveal the process of their
own transformation in an ambiguous space which I call "the supra." The white surfaces,
while flat and not atmospheric, represents endless depth, endless freedom, endless
possibility.

—Species/Family
The genus: paintings are their own species or family, characters in a carnival,
simultaneously grotesque and beautiful, serious and comic, wholly original imaginings
which maintain solid reference to real physical material elements, especially as regards
science and its view through the microscope. The genus: paintings draw connections
between all physical matter in the universe. A carnival of matter and/or non-matter
and/or false matter and/or the illusion of matter. I make allusions to animal, vegetable,
elemental and mineral material as unified yet varied physical substances—or the illusion
of substance—existing harmoniously in an eternity of unified space, which I have named
the supra, which in latin means "The Above."

—Supra ("The Above")
The supra is as far away as it is near, macro as it is micro. It is a potential world not
dissimilar in the formula of its functioning from the familiar—or so called familar—
world we inhabit on earth. Part of the beauty her, or the potential for a realization of
freedom, lies in a suggestion of unending time in synch with unending space, an
unknowable future, with no beginning and no end but always an implication that no one
pole is ever wholly realized. The impossibility of knowing what an end is like is a
necessary frustration of existence, Our conciousnesses flux electrically and are
unpredictably even. Every event overlaps, intersects, ghosts through its own future and
past where it then shatters from the swipe of a feather, melts from anti-gravitational chill,
or evaporates perpetually into formerly impossible form.
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—A Dialogue With Science.
I intend for the genus paintings to provoke a mental discourse for viewers that sets the
effects of a formal aesthetic (the work must be arresting!) against loose conceptual
inferences to science. I want only to invoke connections between these three human
endeavors, and not to make any pointed/specific comments. Having sufficient mental
space to explore the loose invocation of the links between art and science is essential.
Science is inferred in the following ways.

I. The white space of the background, scratched and subtly varied in its
brightness, recalls a view through a microscope. One becomes aware that the size
of what they are looking at is unknowable. It suggests both an outer space and an
inner-space, astronomy, biology, quantum dynamic theory, chemistry.
n. Because of this suggestion, these images automatically take on a conceptual
tension since they are presented as art; and art intrinsically opposes the basic
empirical tenets of science. There is no data here. There is no possibility for
prediction. There are the suggestions of repetition, yes. There is, perhaps,
probability. But nothing in art proclaims truth with the same arrogance/ignorance
as science. There is no true stability. Alluding to science in this context
generates awareness of the similar quests of both fields—each grasps at the
truth—as well as a mockery/parody of the limitations of the sought after exactness
of the scientific pursuit. There is no arrival point. Science chases truth the way
greyhounds chase a mechanical rabbit. Fruitlessly. The distance between what is
newly discovered and what remains is always the same infinite span. Art
understands the futility of this desire, and instead focuses on the absurdity of
trying to know. It makes the acceptance of the absurd look like a healthy, rational
approach to existence. Art in fact lands a blow in the face of science by making
light of the fact that the supposedly pragmatic goals of science are in fact more
aKcpcpit
TO
mAra oKciirrl
mircini nf
orfic+in aivnvxmvcu xxia^xv,
ui/kjvojivv
uiiu muiv
uuouiu tlion
uidn uiv puiouu
vi uiuoviv
and revelation, ineffable, inexplicable phenomenon and miracle. The forms make
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sense, they have an order as with the elements of science, but the order precedes
viewers' ability to know what that order is. The reaction to what is revealed is
therefore primarily intuitive, as it should be with works of art. But the realization
of what is presented as fiction can never be cleaved from the idea that fiction
contains some necessary reflection of the truth of the real, which science
inherently represents. References to science in the context of art create a
contextual tension which calls up questions concerning the fluid
boundaries/interfaces—necessarily struggling to find harmony—between art and
life, fiction and reality, science and the unknowable.

—Perpetual motion—The importance of perpetual motion in the genus: paintings is
that it serves as a metaphor for the collective and implicit awareness of mysteries
concerning the passage of time. The mind—particularly the depressed or brooding mind,-resides too heavily in the past or future as opposed to an immediate present, and the
tension between the static nature of the physical painting and the alchemical will to
motion is a suggestion of the difficulty of our shared existence in linear time., One is
consciously or unconsciously reminded of present motion, the present, the invisibility of
the present, and human inability—in the unceasing course of linear time—to distinguish
between past, present, and future moments, each blending super-fluidly into the other.
We are never in one of these phases of time statically. Because of this, the visually
transformative passages in these paintings present a complex dilemma between the
suggestion of the impossibility of static-ness and the "literal" static-ness of the painting.
Each situation calls the other into question. The viewer asks themselves: What was here
last? What will be here after? What is happening now?Motion is expressed through the
combination of carefully planned decisions and the unexpected alchemical effects of
intuitive execution. There is a strong tension existing between the calculated and
uncalculated results in these works.
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—Color and Composition
Celebratory color saves and/or balances an untraditional, unsettling composition. Color
saves composition. This is one of the most important ways that these works achieve
tension. They are joyous works of life and living, offerings intended to uplift, yet not
without first unsettling. They play off of the fine line between destruction and creation,
appearance and disappearance. Each object is meant to feel or seem as if it is only
making a brief appearance on the white space of the canvas. As if it were passing
through. In this sense, they defy some of the traditionally static nature of paintings that
depict fixed scenes; scenes that give the sense of being endlessly fixed withing the
defined rectangualr space/frame.

— Ephemeralitv/Anxietv.
The sense that the images here have recently appeared and will soon disappear reflects an
anxiety which is brought about by an evocation of the nature of ephemerality. The
masking tape in some of the painting highlights this impermanence. One must be willing
to accept the impermanence of the material as fully as they must accept the
impermanence of their own existence. The suggestion of the temporariness of life in
these paintings reminds viewers—consciously or unconsciously—of the ephemerality of
their own existence. Life is here to enjoy, they say, but only here for a time—an extended
moment—one two three ten fifty or a hundred years shrunk to a blip. At any moment,
life could, may, has, and will disappear.

—Drawing vs. Painting
In some ways, they are more like big drawings than they are like traditional paintings.
The types of materials used— charcoal, pencil, pastel, thin paint—and the white grounds
help get this across.

—Unearthliness/Absence of Reference
I have upped the purity/intensity of the color in order to bring about a sensation of
unearthliness in these paintings. I believe that all energetic art seeks to alienate its
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viewers to an extent, seeks to displace their already known memories and emotions.
Viewers have to be willing to travel with the painting in order to reach someplace new.
Even the old modernist critics, Clive Bell and Roger Fry, stressed the importance of
newness in art, claiming that newness provided the necessary metaphors for the ongiong
possibility to change, for things to transform and renew. They claimed that art should
stimulating the earthly world by being outside or above earthly realms, and I believe the
genus: paintings attempt to do that. I seek to give viewers less and less potential
reference points from which to judge the painting. Therefor the object organisms, like
the painting itself, must be wholly unique or unidentifiable in order to be authentic.
Likewise, I have intensified the color at times to near fluorescent hues that invoke the
cosmic, that appear to have their own alien light and weight. This elimination of
references I expect will increase the volatility of viewers response to these works. Some
will be unable to "see" without the comfortable references they are used to having. But
for those with the courage and freedom to engage with such works....once accepted, the
painting should have a longer lasting impression than it they would have had the images
been more easily referenced or associated with the earthly.

—Newness
Newness is absolutely necessary. Newness provides the necessary metaphor for the
infinite possibilities that remain. There is no finite end to growth, even if growth ends in
the ugliest mutation, the process will go on, the transformation continues, the flight
through infinite unknowable space is constant. Existence on earth and the universe at
large bestows upon us the unconscious awareness of our literal rotational flight through
the free air of the galaxy.

—Balancing the Aesthetic with the Conceptual, Sign with Symbol. Modern with
Post-Modern.
The genus: paintings are an attempt to balance immediate aesthetic effects with
significant temporal/mental demands.
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—Faith
Because of increased conceptual nature of these paintings, I need to have great faith in
them. I am aware of their success even if viewers are not, yet I am still making them as
an offering. My intention is not to baffle viewers with a heavy handed subjectivity, but to
pose real objective questions too.

—Excitement as Beneficial Anxiety
They are intended to convey excitement even if that excitement borders on anxiety.

—Dissonant Harmony
The harmonies here are primarily dissonant, yet there is increased beauty and pleasure in
that dissonance, much the same way as the awesome quality of the sublime hinges on the
incomprehensible hugeness of death, cataclysmic destruction, and the unknown.
—Flux of Perception
The distance of objects as they appear in space is important when looking at the genus:
paintings in relation to each other because by creating variations in the apparent distance
of the object organisms one is made aware of the flux of perception—their own position
in relation to evertything else in the white space. Two views are never the same.

—Gaseousness
The atmosphere is never entirely flat and always subtly gaseous.

—The Simultaneity of Living and Dying/The Endlessness of Transformation
As a body of work, the genus: paintings are visual narratives of transformation that
highlight the condition of living and dying simultaneously. Every existing organism
and/or material in time is subject to growth which may also be defined as decay. The
neutral term is transformation. There is death, but that is not an "end." And the end
provides the beginning again. Abiogenesis. Metagenesis. Solids become liquid, liquid
becomes gas, gas becomes heat, heat becomes blackness, blackness becomes clarity,
clarity becomes mucus, mucus becomes dirt, dirt becomes life. The world unfurls in this
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fashion, full of conflict and transformation, where living and dying are always in
simultaneous progress..

—Control and Lack of It
The genus; paintings are about control and lack of control in thought and action.

—Happiness
Happiness is in part contingent on the conscious ability to accept the absurd conditions of
existence.
—Holographic Metaphors
I use thin paint to create a look or sense of holographic transparency. Viewers see the
object as something that is dubiously solid. A viewer feels that if he/she reached forth to
touch such things, their hands might pass through whatever is assumed to be present
there. Transparency makes a metaphor for insubstantiality; it invokes the delicate and
the fragile, the tendency towards disappearance. For what is the nature of things through
which we can see? People aren't used to such things. Most people are used to moving
their eyes around objects, used to having their eyes stop at or on "substantial" surfaces.
So how does it change things to look through objects? What does this call up in us?
Transparent objects/forms ask some essential questions:
What can we call real and/or reality? And what is an illusion? And what do we do if we
find that things aren't as "solid" or "foil" as they may seem?
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Why is tangible materiality so comforting? Why are humans so inclined to favor solid
visual exteriors?
The outward appearance?
Superficiality?

Therefore.

IV. Machine Lines/Crivmatic Material
Roxy Paine's SCUMAK (Auto Sculpture Maker) of 1998 is a remarkable
machine that makes "expressively" modeled polyethyline sculptures according to
directions from a computer. A laptop mounted on the wall next to a circuit box directs
the extrusion of a molten polyethylene stream onto a conveyor belt for a precisely
determined time, at a precisely determined rate, specified in the program which is created
individually for each sculpture. After a designated cooling time, the belt advances and
the machine makes another sculpture. But these teasingly generic objects cannot be
replicated even by this precise apparatus since the forces of chaos in nature continually
act on the process. This finely engineered and beautifully fabricated apparatus introduces
an uneasy ambiguity between human being and machine, laying bare the process of
making a sculpture, as though it were a mechanical act (which here it is). Yet the beauty
of the machine and the eccentricity of the results are also a paean to the romantic. Paine
positions both his gardens and his machines at a fluid interface of man, nature, and
science; they take the viewer to an intuitive experience of the liminal space at which
scientists have arrived as they begin to redesign the human gene and connect living
neurons with silicon chips.
M. Mitchell Waldrop, in his book Complexity, The Emerging Science at the edge
of Order and Chaos (to which Paine refers), observes that after mapping and analyzing
the components and mechanisms of the cell, science now is also asking how "several
quadrillion such molecules organize themselves into an entity that moves, that responds,
that reproduces, that is alive," or how individual acts of buying and selling by millions of
individuals coalesce into an economy, or how "the genes in a developing embryo
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organize themselves in one way to make a liver cell and in another way to make a muscle
cell."
SCUMAK has this suggestion that the onset of complexity with all of the
independent sculptures which, in their resemblance to one another, begin to describe a
spontaneous tendency toward order on a different level.
At this boundary of chaos and control where machines replicate the human act of
gestural sculpture, and humans replicate nature, where instantaneous shifts occur
destabilizing our sense of reality and artificiality, Paine has fashioned profoundly
romantic vocabularies that sustain the experience of being human. (Art Since 1940,498499)
The majority of crivmatic material assumes a regular or core type form. This
consists of eight joined pieces of crivmatic particulate—two from each fluorescent
strain. Even though the form assumes the same model, no two pieces of core type
crivmatic material are identical. There are variances in surface, edge, width, height,
size, volume, weight, straightness, proportion, opacity, rhythm and arrangement
between each of any of the several hundred pieces of material in the show. Packed
together like people in a crowded stadium, these individual differences diminish, and
the less powerful many suddenly become a more powerful one, a robust hoard, an
overwhelming conglomeration, inseparable as the mind attempts to create a
discernable path through the space and its objects.
Then, of course, there are the radical mutations. The offscale upshoots of chaos at
work, when the mind spins out and crivmatic particulate takes a wholly new formative
route. The resulting form of the material, of course, is unique...at times alarming...other
times reassuring. For always we need chance to surprise us, for chaos to remind that no
natural energy is stagnant, no life completely controlled, no thought predictable
Crivmatic material is similar to SCUMAK, though in a way it gets to the same
"fluid interface" from an opposite end. The pieces are generated by the human hand with
a conscious attempt to repeat the same form. Together all of the hundreds of forms
appear standardized, but closer examination reveals significant difference between any
two pieces of core crivmatic material.
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The human tendency towards obsessive thought, both "logical" and "illogical,"
corresponds to the repetitive productions of "mindless" machines. Humans too often
view themselves as something opposite of the machine, but in fact regularity and a
certain predictable repetition are equally if not more a part of daily life as variation and
unpredictability. At the individual level—a mode of thought fostered by post-modem
capitalist society—it is easy to acknowledge merely difference and uniqueness. The goal,
in fact, becomes difference. Consequently, even this quest for difference organizes itself
into a system where every individual is the same because each making the same attempt
to "be different." The quest for difference relates and again we become aware of not only
how maleable are the masses, but how supposed individuation becomes standard and
predictable. Fear lies in the confronting the fact that we may be more like machines than
we like to imagine, that our production and use of machines is only an extension of our
own innate natures, that machines themselves, in all their imaginative renderings and
myriad uses, possess the same spiritual magic/energy as "art." It is becoming harder to
deny that human consciousness and machine efficiency are on course towards an
indubitable sort of fusion. Just last week in England a man underwent a surgery in which
hundreds of computerized silicone receptors were attched to the nerve endings in his arm,
literally making him the first partial cyborg. His nerve activity will be recorded and
memorized by computers in an effort to better understand the electrical phenomenon
within the human body. Work of this nature clearly aims at the eventual ability of
machines to develop some potential to "feel" in the way that humans feel. Conversely,
there is hope that if machines could effectively accomplish this, then that technology
could be reintroduced into disabled human bodies, thereby "automatically" helping them
to move and feel again.
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V. The Case For Beauty in the New Millenium: A Marriage of the
The Modern and Post-Modern

Independently, there is no such thing as Ugliness; what we call by that name being only
elements which, perfect and beautiful enough in suis generis, in their own kind and
degree, are discordant and "ugly" in relation to another principle or class with which they
conflict, and whose perfectness they "deform from perfection and tend to destroy." In
themselves, however, they may be, and frequently are the subjects of artistic work.
—From The Harmony of The Beautiful, published 1906.

The issue of the nineties will be beauty.
—Klaus Kertess (1995), restating Dave Hickey's infamous off the cuff response at
a panel discussion some years earlier.
Beauty is back
—Peter Schjeldahl (1996)
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The contemporary art critic Dave Hickey is officially credited with a kind of
accidental prophecy at the beginning of the nineteen nineties. In his own words he
describes the event:
I was drifting, daydreaming really, through the waning moments of a panel
discussion on the subject of "What's Happening Now," drawing cartoon daggers
on a yellow pad and vaguely formulating strategies for avoiding punch and
cookies, when I realized that I was being addressed from the audience. A lanky
graduate student had risen to his feet and was soliciting my opinion as to what
"The Issue of The Nineties " would be. Snatched from my reverie, I said,
"Beauty," and then, more firmly, "The issue of the nineties will be beauty"—a
total improvisatory goof—an off-the-wall, jump-start, free-association that rose
unbidden to my lips from God knows where. Or perhaps I was being ironic,
wishing it so but not believing it likely? I don't know, but the total,
uncomprehending silence that greeted this modest proposal lent it immediate
creedence for me. (The Invisible Dragon, 11)

Alexander Nehamas, in his article "The Return of The Beautiful: Morality,
Pleasure, and The Value of Uncertainty" comments on the surprising importance of
Hickey's off the cuff response:
So Hickey made beauty his issue of the nineties and, whether he was uncannily
prescient or immensely influential, he is now no longer alone, but part of a large
movement... .As the millenium ends, beauty is suddenly back. It is impossible to
keep up with the books that address it. The Hirshhorn Museum in Washington
just held a major show entitled Regarding Beauty in Performance and The Media
Arts, 1960-1999. The film American Beauty, makes use of it in its own eerie
way. "Beauty Matters," a symposium in The Journal of Aesthetics and Art
Criticism assures us. Even fashion is back in style. Beauty is emerging in
different domains, from divergent directions, along diverse paths , in disparate
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manners and styles. Perhaps the return of the beautiful is not a single
phenomenon; different, even conflicting objectives may be gathered under its
banner. That is certainly how it seems at first sight, especially if we ask how the
value of beauty is to be justified. Why, once again, are we willing to
acknowledge that beauty is worthy of love? (Nehamas, 1)

Indeed it appears that at the end of the second millennium, in the exhaust fumes of a
relatively short "post-modern era", new philosophical and aesthetic questions
concerning beauty are being raised. Critics of art and culture grapple over ways to
explain exactly what kind of new artistic paradigms are flowering. In the
aforementioned symposium on beauty from The Journal of Aesthetics and Art
Criticism, Peg Zeglin Brand writes that:
The point of this symposium is to locate one trajectory of the new wave of
discussions about beauty beyond the customary confines of analytic aesthetics and
to situate it at the intersection of aesthetics, ethics, social-political philosophy, and
cultural criticism... .Exploring the ways artists and critics have revived the
concept of beauty will provide a point of comparison between artworld practices
and recent philosophical literature. Most importantly, a new approach to
philosophical theorizing will be recommended: one that places questions of
gender, race, and sexuality at the forefront of analyzing our experiences of beauty
in nature, the human body, and art. Curiously, this new approach is not so much a
radical departure from traditional philosophical aesthetics as it is a return to
questions basic to the field since the time of Plato: questions about the types of
qualities that inhere in objects of beauty, the kinds of experiences they provoke,
and the ways we come to value both.

The renewed debate as to how beauty operates in the eye of the beholder has
emerged partly as a result of the post-modern tendency to dismiss purely formalist beauty
as the product of a corrupted eurocentric and patriarchal society which also heads up the
market for art. Expectedly, the post-modernist response to this dilemma has produced
wholly oppositional modes artistic expression based heavily on the strength of concept,
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the psychological distance of narrative, and often the moral or political nature of "the art
message". Post-modernists believe that beauty achieves the same status through idea
and/or narrative as it does through physical and/or illusionistic image. Whether a visual
work contains objectively beautiful formal attributehas formerly been of little interest to
the post-modernist camp, since, according to the doctrine, nothing is ever as it seems,
everything contains its opposite, everything must be inverted and then inverted again,
endlessly.
Formal beauty, under the weight of political scrutiny and social mores, has spent
much of the last couple decades quarantined in the closet of cultural doubt, considered
more a symbol of oppression than the liberation which "beauty," classically, has been
thought to inspire. Post-modern critics have done what they can to decentralize the
classic aesthetic theory of Immanuel Kant, who "proposed that attributions of beauty to
objects or events are entirely unmediated, that all that matters is one's direct, personal
response. If something is beautiful, one just sees it, its cognitive or ethical concerns
matter little." (TJOAAAC, p.3) Pomo critics uphold the idea that the beautiful is not
independent of other human values and attitudes—that our "attributions of beauty" are
related to beliefs or moral judgments, that they are always unquestionably contextualized.
In her essay, "Kantian and Contextual Beauty," Marcia Muelder Eaton, cites the example
of a flower with a lush purple appearance that is strikingly beautiful, but which quickly
destroys a delicate ecosystem "so important for water purification and for supporting a
wide range of plant and wildlife."(TJOAAAC, 13). Contrary to her own feeling that the
flower is beautiful, her ecologist friend considers it irredeemably ugly on account of its
"evil" effects on the environment. This, Eaton claims, is sufficient evidence that beauty
is always relative and never absolute. " Surely," she writes,
one needs to know—at least usually does know—a great deal before one says that
a poem or a horse or a dynamo or mathematical proof is beautiful. Would one not
be puzzled to hear a person insist that, although evil, the gas chambers used by
Nazi Germans to commit genocide were nonetheless quite beautiful? Often a
causal chain is involved; pleasure taken in apprehension of an object's form will
occur only if attention is directed at that form, and this will often require
knowledge of what in the form one is to look for or at. A concept (poem, horse,
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dynamo, proof) leads one to notice things (rhythm, muscle structure, organization
of parts, organization of evidence), and the noticing is pleasurable. (TJOAAAC,
13)

Eaton's argument, I think, is too strong in its endorsement of a "beneficial"
fragmenting effect of the post-modern. While there is no question that each unique being
receives pleasure from differing types of stimulation, and this stimulation is often context
sensitive, I am wary of too much reveling in the importance of difference. I think it's
dubious—dangerous even— to unquestionably accept/agree that our own subjective
differences in cognition and experience legitimize complete arbitrariness regarding
judgment of what exactly is "beautiful." This is in fact nothing less than another form of
absolutism, and is therefore as much a pitfall of post-modern thought as the weighty
objectivity of so-called "modernism." The same argument Eaton celebrates frightens
modernists, who wonder whether the "post-modem" hasn't done more to separate
humans—unhealthily so~than it's done to unite them by means of a common
experience. Within this mode, there is no room to evoke the poetic analogy of the insect
colony, which postulates—in the form of a biologically tangible metaphor-the inevitable,
inexplicable, and ultimately—perhaps— "truthful" connections between us; each one of
us a singular node, never completely apart from a collective consciousness. If we accept
this, it follows that we must consider whether or not it is natural or perverse to be entirely
our own judges based on our contextually individuated cultural and social backgrounds.
The problem with pure post-modernism is that it can too easily be interpreted as
nurturing this negative dissipation of the masses. What are humans bound by if not
something? It is because of this, in my opinion and, I think, in the current cultural
climate at alarge, that the viability of post-modem thought is receding quickly, or at the
very least transforming. As the world becomes less and less "real," or rather, as we
become more and more unable to distinguish between that which is real and that which is
simulacra, is it not possible that we in fact are in the process of losing touch with our
shared intuitions, that our minds are dominating our hearts, the mass media infecting
every possibility for truth? Is it not possible that what sometimes appears liberating is in
fact an opening up of paths that lead nowhere? It seems to me that in ascribing pleasure
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primarily to the provocative concepts, and secondarily to the immediacy of the physical
in art, we lose the critical aspect—the literal definition even—of VISUAL art. Not just
this, but this premise also suggests we no longer have good reason to distinguish the
written arts from visual, intellectual thought from intuition, signs from symbols.
Eaton does set the stage for the beauty symposium, however. If she doesn't
convince us of the post-modern answer, she does make a good case against carelessly
embracing the privileged indifference of pure formalism. As the first of three essays
comprising the symposium, it provides impetus for the expansions on the subject that
follow.
What's exciting about this contemporary climax in the clash between modernist
and post-modernist conceptions of the beautiful, is that it seems to me we are coming to a
moment in time when each theoretical model is beginning to acknowledge it can't persist
without embracing some valuable tenets of the other. It might be safe to say that
"modernism" and "post-modernism" are engaged to be wed. The mediated, ironically
charged and pointedly distasteful products of the post-modern allow more and more for
an infusion of modernism's proposed "universalities," and vice versa, these potential
"universalities," having already surrendered much to trends of post-modern thought in the
latter half of the century, are re-instating themselves at the spiritually fragile millenium's
end, but not without a willingness to include some valuable aspects of post-modern
thought.
As these two paradigms prepare for marriage, it appears that definitions of beauty
will become less and less distinct from the nature of the sublime, and that the meanings
behind beauty will in fact be partially created by absorbing the characteristics of things
sublime. As Peg Zeglin Brand states in concluding her introduction to the Beauty
Matters symposium,
This new model makes subversion (either actual or potential), the grotesque, and
the uncontrollable necessary elements of beauty. This provokes numerous
questions for the role of pleasure and desire within the experience of beauty, and
helps explain the application of "beauty" to the work of Mapplethorpe, Serrano,
and Hirst. The dangerous and horrible, once confined to the visual terror of the
sublime, have now infiltrated beauty .. .This new "dark side" of beauty is
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unexpected. It goads philosophy into delving into the moral, social, and political
implications of a culture that finds the ugly beautiful. When anorexic girls, blood
and vomit, junkies, dead sharks, and sado-masochistic sex come to be revered as
beautiful, we can either remain disinterested or we can honestly confront the
perversity of how beauty has come to matter in distinctly nontraditional ways.

Dave Hickey, in his short but influential book on beauty entitled The Invisible Dragon,
discusses Robert Mapplethorpe's "X-Portfolio" in exactly these kinds of ways. He
claims that "the rituals of 'aesthetic' submission in our culture speak a language so
closely analogous to those of sexual and spiritual submission that they are all but
indistinguishable when conflated in the same image."(ID, 35)
The very notion that we submit to beauty, to aesthetics, to sex and spirit aligns
itself quite neatly with the experience of the sublime, for it is the sublime in things which
reminds us that we are ultimately subject to, and not subjecting, when it comes to
comprehending reasons for our existence in the "so called reality" of the "so called
world" on earth. Friedrich Schiller wrote that "only as sensuous beings are we
dependent, as rational beings we are free... We are dependent in so far as something
outside us contains the reason why something inside us becomes possible." (OTS,
Schiller, 1) Out of this state of not knowing we have no choice but to be humbled in the
face of something so definite and large and powerful than it holds "answers to the
unknowable." Whether it is consciously understood or not, this sublime maintains
persistent relevance in the genre of "fine art."
Previously in history, definitions of the beautiful and the sublime were not
inclusive at all. Edmund Burke, one of the early philosophical directors of the concept of
the sublime, claimed that "there appears a remarkable contrast" between the two
experiences.
For sublime objects are vast in their dimensions, beautiful ones comparatively
small; beauty should be smooth, and polished; the great, rugged and negligent; beauty
should shun the right line, yet deviate from it insensibly; the great in many cases loves
the right line, and when it deviates, it often makes a strong deviation; beauty should not
be obscure; the great ought to be dark and gloomy; beauty should be light and delicate;
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the great ought to be solid, and even massive. They are indeed ideas of a very different
nature, one being founded on pain, the other on pleasure, and however they may vary
afterwards from the direct nature of their causes, yet these causes keep up an eternal
distinction between them. (CTSP, p. 306)

Still, Burke goes on to say that "in the infinite variety of natural combinations we
must expect to find the qualities of things the most remote imaginable from each other
united in the same object." (CTSP, p.306) There is something eerie and uncanny about
this statement, for indeed it hints at a possibility for the ideology of the sublime to
dissolve within itself the old ideologies of beauty This dissolve is exactly what these
current critics discussing "beauty" want to the culture to digest.
Along the lines of this new conflation, Hickey discusses Mapplethorpe's work as
exemplaiy because it is consciously created at the intersection of the languages of
religion, sexuality, and formalist aesthetics. He argues that their beauty is in part a result
of an inability to pinpoint exactly which of these categories makes the transgressive but
aesthetic image of a man's arm disappearing in another man's anus somehow beautiful to
beholders. The fact that the exact pleasure source is undeterminable in effect causes the
multitude of possible pleasure sources to conflate, and it is this charged blending of
stimuli that leads to new understandings regarding the reification of formal values. Thus,
the power of "The X Portfolios" rests in the fact that the image so successfully manages
to fuse—even convolute—the power of politically transgressive ideas with pure aesthetic
form. The two realms collapse in on each other to produce an "arresting" effect. It is this
melange, according to Hickey and many others in the debate, upon which the foundation
for a more comprehensive, and ultimately fuller experience of beauty is being built.
Hickey argues that one way of understanding the "new" experience of beauty is to see it
as being produced—always—from a tension between
Pleasure and control—but deferred, always deferred, shunted upward through
concentric rituals of trust and apprehension, glimmering through sexual,
aesthetic, and spiritual manifestations, resonating outward from the heart of the
image through every decision to expand the context of its socialization,
suspending time at every point, postponing consummation, and then, suddenly—
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at the apogee of its suspense—swooping back down, circling rapidly inward upon
an image now flickering in wintry glamour at the intersection of mortal suffering
and spiritual ecstasy, where the rule of law meets the grace of trust. It is a nothing
image, really—not even an idea, but so palpably corporeal on the one hand, and
so technically extravagant on the other, that it seems on the verge of exploding
from its own internal contradictions. (ID, 36-37)

Both of the other essays in the symposium on beauty also make arguments for
something like a union between modern and post-modern concepts of aesthetics and
culture. Paul Taylor's essay, "Malcolm's Conk and Danto's Colors; or, Four Logical
Petitions Concerning Race, Beauty, and Aesthetics" deals with expanding the discussion
of aesthetics to include the realm of cultural criticism, in particular "the realization that a
white-dominated culture has racialized beauty, that it has defined beauty per se in terms
of white beauty." (TJOAAAC, p. 16). And Susan Bordo, in her essay "Gay Men's
Revenge,"addresses aesthetics as it relates to gender politics, suggesting that
There are some other paradigms lurking about, in the shadows of straight, white
culture. Gay men, and to some extent black men, have held onto a sense of
pleasure and play in self-beautification, and have much to teach straight, white
men about them. That cannot happen, of course, as long as popular culture
represents those qualities as narcissistic, effeminate, or embarrassingly
unassimilated. Until recently, such caricatures were all one could expect from the
mass media. But as the old representations of straight, white masculinity have
become self-parodies, increasingly gutted of all vitality, some fresh images have
emerged. (TJOAAAC, p.25)

The arguments set forth by both of these authors stress the current need to examine,
discuss, and develop theories acknowledging a real and integrated tension between
constrictive disinterested old school aesthetic theory and the expansion of that theory
beyond the borders of the "art world" into and applicable to various outsider groups
given voice by the post-modern movement. These arguments fall neatly in line with
Hickey's defense of Mapplethorpe's work. As Zeglin Brand puts it:
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Pushing beyond the prescribed limits of what might be called Minimal Contextual
theories (those of Danto, Dickie, and Eaton's previous work, all of which invoke
the artworld or the institutions of the artworld), the three symposium authors
advance what might be called a Maximal Contextual approach. That is, they call
for more inclusion of contextual information rather than less; a maximizing of
context rather than minimizing... .Thus, all three authors strongly reject the
constrictive legacy of disinterestedness by enlarging the scope of nonaesthetic
contextual concerns. In addition, they reconfirm aesthetics as an inquiry more
encompassing than just the philosophy of art. They bring attention (back) to
nature and the human body. (TJOAAAC, p.7)

With the exception perhaps of Eaton's essay, which may go too far in denying the
possibility of universal laws concerning beauty - laws which ideally might transcend
issues of race, ethics, and gender, the participants in this symposium—this group of
critics seems to be pushing for a new paradigm under which the outdated modes of
elitist high modernism and its antagonistic product: post-modernism, will no longer
be (nor should they be) mutually exclusive. They are saying that the only way for art
and culture to move forward at this point in history is for the viable aspects of each of
these two systems to join forces in supporting ideas for a complete world which is as
sensitive and caring about newness and difference as it is about the simplistic hope
that beauty is good for everyone to see. The hope is that in its most elemental forms,
this new, enriched definition of beauty may one day transcend not only the
"kingdom" that is the artworld, but all the other categorically niched constituencies
recognized by the post-modern; groups which, ironically, are placed into such
categories largely due to the effects of disparate—perhaps even misdirected—visual
responses.
In concluding, it is interesting to return to the citation from my title page, from the
rather arcane publication entitled The Harmony of The Beautiful, first published in
1906. This explanation of the relation between the ugly and the beautiful is still
pertinent, is in fact perhaps now more pertinent, as our definitions of beauty within
the artworld and culture at large are changing. Modernism bid us to search for tense
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dialectical metaphors in the relative nature of simple shapes and colors, but now the
construct of Modernism itself is being used in the framework of same idea it
defines—in terms of its dialectical relationship with post-modernism. Carol Duncan,
in her article "The MoMA's Hot Mamas, discusses this very issue in politicized
terms.
If we understand the modern-art museum as a ritual of male transcendence, if we
see it as organized around male fears, fantasies, and desires, then the quest for
spiritual transcendence on the one hand and the obsession with a sexualized
female body on the other, rather than appearing unrelated or contradictory, can be
seen as parts of a larger, psychologically integrated whole. (AJ, p. 172)

The relationship between the two paradigms of culture has shown us that indeed
difference relates. Entities, concepts, colors, shapes, definitions all contain their
opposites and in fact are defined and made whole by this relation. Light is
understood by means of its relation to dark, and vice versa. Thus, ostensibly, there is
no reason why these same rules cannot apply to ideas, paradigms, movements, or
concepts. Suddenly, a proposal concerning the relation between the beautiful and the
ugly written in 1906 begins to sound awfully appealing, and terrifically apt. "Neomodernism," a term which you (Rafael) uttered/coined earlier today—doing so
perhaps as unexpectedly as Dave Hickey when, more like a channeler than a critic, he
let go with "beauty" as his response on that panel- isn't bad sounding at all.
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